Response of the upper atmosphere to auroral protons
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Abstract. A three-dimensional, time-dependent, coupled model of the thermosphere and ionosphere has been used to assess the influence of proton auroral precipitation on Earth's upper atmosphere. Statistical patterns of auroral electron and proton precipitation, derived from DMSP satellite observations, have been used to drive the model. Overall, electrons are the dominant particle energy source, with protons contributing ~ 15% of the total energy. However, owing to the offset of the proton auroral oval toward dusk, in certain spatial regions protons can carry most of the energy. This is the case particularly at the equatorward edge of the dusk sector and at the poleward edge of the dawn sector of the auroral oval. The increase in Pedersen conductivity raises the average Joule heating by ~ 10%, so raising the $E$ and $F$ region temperature by as much as 7%. The enhanced $E$ region ionization also drives stronger neutral winds in the lower thermosphere through ion drag, which alters the temperature structure through transport, adiabatic heating, and adiabatic cooling. The neutral wind velocity modifications in the $E$ region can reach 40% in some sectors. In addition, the upwelling of neutral gas raises the N$_2$/O ratio, depleting the $F$ region and so reducing the ion-drag driven winds in this region. This study illustrates the modest yet significant impact of auroral proton precipitation on the upper atmosphere.

1. Introduction

In the auroral regions, precipitating electrons and ions are a major source of ionization of the atmospheric neutrals, which can locally exceed the ionization from the solar EUV and UV sources. As a consequence, particle precipitation enhances the electron and ion densities and the electrical conductances of the atmosphere [see, e.g., Fuller-Rowell and Evans, 1987; Basu et al., 1987; Rees, 1989]. Additionally, it is crucial in studies of the electrodynamicstics of the high-latitude ionosphere to have an accurate conductance model. Such a model makes it possible to infer Birkeland currents and electric field patterns from magnetometer data [Doyle et al., 1986; Rich et al., 1987, 1991] or to estimate the Joule heating from particle and electric field measurements [Richmond and Kamide, 1988].

As a result, efforts have been made in the modeling of electrical conductances induced by particle precipitation [Robinson et al., 1987; Germany et al., 1994; Rees et al., 1995; Brekke and Moen, 1993], and statistical patterns for electrical conductances have been derived in order to obtain a global picture of the effect of ionization sources in high-latitude regions [Wallis and Budzinski, 1981; Reiff, 1984; Fuller-Rowell and Evans, 1987; Hardy et al., 1987]. Nevertheless, in all but one of these models, the only energetic particles considered as a source of ionization are electrons. Fuller-Rowell and Evans [1987], however, included the proton energy flux as part of the electron flux, treating protons as if they were electrons.

Recent studies, relying on incoherent scatter radar measurements and simultaneous satellite observations, have shown that at given locations and times, protons are the major source of ionization [Basu et al., 1987; Senior et al., 1987; Lilensten and Galand, 1998]. Moreover, using a global thermosphere-ionosphere model, Galand et al. [1999] has also emphasized the role played by protons on the ionospheric densities and the importance of considering protons separately as a source of ionization. However, it should be pointed out that the values taken in this previous study for the incident electron and proton fluxes are very large, though possible, and the spatial structure of the energy flux in the auroral ovals are assumed colocated and symmetric with respect to the noon-midnight magnetic meridian. In the present work, a more realistic model for the incident particle characteristics is used. Finally, Senior [1991] compared conductances derived from European Incoherent SCATter radar (EISCAT) data with a statisti-
cal model of conductances obtained from precipitating electron characteristics measured by the polar-orbiting DMSP satellites [Hardy et al., 1987]. She found that the EISCAT-derived conductances agree well with the DMSP model in the morning sector but are systematically larger than the model in the evening sector. She suggested that this difference is due to $E$ region electron production by energetic ion precipitation, which occurs preferentially in the evening sector.

In order to further investigate the contribution of protons on electrical conductances, we have used the Air Force Research Laboratory’s auroral statistical model derived from the polar-orbiting DMSP satellite data to define the incident electron and proton characteristics patterns. The magnetic activity considered in the present study is moderate ($K_p=3$). The effect of protons on electrical conductances is assessed by applying simplified relations to the electron statistical patterns [Robinson et al., 1987] and to the proton statistical patterns [Galant and Richmond, 2000]. Finally, we undertake a more comprehensive study of the response of the upper atmosphere to proton precipitation, using the Coupled Thermosphere-Ionosphere Model (CTIM) [Fuller-Rowell et al., 1996]. A parameterization of the electron and ion production rates induced by a proton beam is included in the model in order to take into account the contribution of proton precipitation as a source of ionization [Galant et al., 1999].

2. Statistical Model of Particle Precipitation

The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites have a sun-synchronous, circular, polar, low-altitude orbit. Their approximate altitude is 850 km. They carry curved plate electrostatic analyzers, which monitor the influx of ions and electrons into the upper atmosphere. These particle detectors look toward the local zenith and cover an energy range from $\sim 50$ eV to 30 keV in 20 channels spaced at equal intervals in energy on a logarithmic scale [Hardy et al., 1985; Hardy et al., 1989]. All ions are assumed to be protons, as we have no ion composition information from the instruments. Such an assumption is good at high latitudes, except during extreme geomagnetic storm conditions. From these data, statistical studies have been completed to determine the average characteristics of the incident auroral electrons [Hardy et al., 1985, 1987] and of the incident auroral protons [Hardy et al., 1989, 1991] precipitating into the atmosphere. The inferred auroral model depends on the magnetic activity indexed by $K_p$.

Where appropriate, the particle spectra were extrapolated up to 100 keV to compensate for the limitation in energy of the particle detectors. The extrapolation toward high energies is based on a Maxwellian distribution, which is a good approximation for electrons, but may tend to underestimate the high-energy tail of protons [Lyons and Evans, 1984; Christon et al., 1991; Decker et al., 1996; Codrescu et al., 1997]. Moreover, auroral electron spectra usually follow a Maxwellian distribution in the keV energy range, covering the electron population responsible for most of the ionization. However, the low-energy part of the spectra typically increases with decreasing energy, departing from the Maxwellian distribution [Robinson et al., 1987; Meier et al., 1989]. This low-energy tail consists not only of the primary electrons but also of the secondary electrons produced by interaction of the primaries with the atmosphere. The low-energy electrons contribute little to the conductances. In order to obtain a reasonable Maxwellian fit to the important keV portion of the spectrum, the mean energy has to be calculated using the fluxes from a minimum energy $E_{min}$ of 500 eV [Robinson et al., 1987]. Since the electron mean energy patterns presented by Hardy et al. [1987] are associated with a minimum energy of 50 eV, they are not appropriate for the present study. We have derived the electron mean energy patterns by inverting the Pedersen conductance patterns proposed by Hardy et al. [1987]. These conductance patterns have been obtained by taking $E_{min}$ equal to 500 eV to compute the electron mean energy. The inversion is based on the Robinson et al.'s [1987] formula defining the Pedersen conductance and discussed in section 3.

The statistical patterns of the energy flux and mean energy from DMSP are presented in Plates 1a and 1b, respectively, for electrons, and in Plates 1c and 1d, respectively, for protons. These patterns, valid for a moderate magnetic activity of $K_p=3$, are represented as polar spectrograms in the corrected geomagnetic latitude (CGL) [Mayaud, 1960; Hakura, 1965; Gustafsson et al., 1992] and magnetic local time (MLT) coordinate system. The resolution of these patterns is half an hour in MLT and 1° in CGL between 60 and 80° and 2° in CGL between 50 and 60° and between 80 and 90°. The proton energy flux and mean energy patterns are from Hardy et al. [1989]. The electron energy flux pattern is determined in the same way as described by Hardy et al. [1987] but using the same years as those used for deriving the ion auroral model in order to insure consistency between the electron and ion patterns (D. Brautigam, personal communication, 1999). We have checked that considering a minimum energy of 50 or 500 eV does not make a significant difference in the values of the energy flux. As for the electron mean energy, the pattern is derived as explained above. Note that the particle patterns exhibit a clear asymmetry due to the eastward curvature gradient drift for electrons and the westward curvature gradient drift for protons from the midnight region [see, e.g., Hargreaves, 1992]. Moreover, the electron energy flux is an order of magnitude larger than that of protons on the nightside and 2 orders of magnitude larger in the morning sector. Nevertheless, as the electron and proton ovals are shifted, the addition of protons tends to broaden the width of the auro-
ral precipitation pattern, and the percentage of energy carried by protons can be larger than that of electrons for given times and locations. For instance, it reaches 100% at the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval before midnight, as illustrated in Plate 1e. In addition, in the cusp located around midnight at magnetic latitudes higher than 75°, the protons carry almost 40% of the energy. In this region the electron mean energy has values less than 0.6 keV, and the electron energy flux is low. It should be noted that the energy flux and mean energy presented here are appropriate to a Maxwellian distribution in energy.

3. Statistical Model of Electrical Conductances

Prior to imposing the electron and proton sources on a sophisticated thermosphere-ionosphere model, it is instructive to estimate the Pedersen and Hall conductances using simplified relations. For electrons, we use the parameterization proposed by Robinson et al. [1987]:

\[
\Sigma_p^e = \frac{40 \langle E^e \rangle}{16 + \langle E^e \rangle^2} \sqrt{Q_0^e} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\Sigma_p^H = \frac{18 \langle E^e \rangle^{1.85}}{16 + \langle E^e \rangle^2} \sqrt{Q_0^e}, \quad (2)
\]

where the Pedersen and Hall conductances \( \Sigma_p^e \) and \( \Sigma_p^H \) induced by an incident electron beam are in Siemens, the electron incident energy flux \( Q_0^e \) is in mW m\(^{-2}\), and the electron incident mean energy \( \langle E^e \rangle \) is in keV, between 0.5 and 20. Equation (2) has been derived from Robinson et al.'s [1987] formulas (3) and (4).

This parameterization is derived from the work of Vickrey et al. [1981], using an energy deposition function to compute the ionization rate [Rees, 1963; Berger et al., 1970] and adopting the effective mean recombination coefficient proposed by Wickwar et al. [1975], Oran et al. [1981], and Vickrey et al. [1982] to compute the electron density. The incident electron flux is assumed to be isotropic with a Maxwellian distribution in energy. The conductivities were computed using a standard model for the thermospheric state [Banks and Kockarts, 1973]. Germany et al. [1994] and Rees et al. [1995] calculated conductances that agree reasonably well with (1) and (2). Germany et al. [1994] also discussed the validity of using an effective recombination coefficient, comparing it against a full ion chemistry model. The latter predicts dependencies of the conductances on \( Q_0 \) with powers somewhat greater than 0.5, depending on the particle mean energy, owing to the fact that the dependence of the electron loss rate on electron density becomes less quadratic and more linear at higher altitudes, above 150 km.

For protons, we use the parameterization proposed by Galand and Richmond [2000]:

\[
\Sigma_p^p = 5.7 \sqrt{Q_0^p} \quad (3)
\]

\[
\Sigma_H^p = 2.6 \langle E^p \rangle^{0.3} \sqrt{Q_0^p}, \quad (4)
\]

where the Pedersen and Hall conductances \( \Sigma_p^p \) and \( \Sigma_H^p \) induced by an incident proton beam are in Siemens, the proton incident energy flux \( Q_0^p \) is in mW m\(^{-2}\), and the proton incident mean energy \( \langle E^p \rangle \) is in keV, between 2 and 40.

This parameterization is derived from a proton transport code for computing the electron production rate [Galand et al., 1997] and on the same effective mean recombination coefficient for deducing the electron density as used by Robinson et al. [1987]. The incident proton flux is assumed to be isotropic and to have a Maxwellian distribution in energy. The atmospheric neutral densities and temperatures are specified by the Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter model (MSIS-90) [Hedin, 1991] and the electron and ion temperatures, by the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI-90) [Bilitza, 1990]. The geomagnetic-field strength is obtained from the International Geomagnetic Reference Field model (IGRF-90) [Langl, 1992]. Finally, we choose to focus on the Northern Hemisphere, where the variation of the geomagnetic-field strength is relatively small. Therefore we have not included the dependence of the conductances on the geomagnetic-field strength discussed by Galand and Richmond [2000].

The parameterized Pedersen and Hall conductances induced by an incident particle beam of energy flux equal to 1 mW m\(^{-2}\) are plotted in Figure 1. As explained by Galand and Richmond [2000], the dependence of the conductances on mean energy is very different for electrons and protons. The Pedersen conductance, \( \Sigma_p^p \), is independent, in first approximation, of the mean energy of the incident protons in the 2-40 keV range, whereas \( \Sigma_p^e \) depends significantly on the mean energy of the incident electrons. Moreover, for a given energy flux, \( \Sigma_p^p \) is always higher than \( \Sigma_p^e \). For the Hall conductance, the comparison between electrons and protons depends not only on the incident energy flux but also on the incident mean energy. Note that for a given initial energy flux and a small electron mean energy, the Hall conductance induced by protons is always larger than that induced by electrons.

We have applied these simplified relations (1), (2), (3), and (4) to the patterns of the electron and proton characteristics presented in section 2 (Plate 1), in order to illustrate the conductances induced by auroral particles. Plates 2a and 2b show the Pedersen and Hall conductances induced by electron precipitation, for a magnetic activity of \( Kp = 3 \). As discussed by Galand and Richmond [2000], the conductances induced by a combined electron-proton precipitation can be computed in applying a root-sum-square to the conductances induced by each particle type: \( \Sigma^{p+p} = \sqrt{(\Sigma_p^p)^2 + (\Sigma_p^p)^2} \). The resulting Pedersen and Hall conductances are presented in Plates 2c and 2d, respectively. The addition of the proton contribution leads to an increase of the conductances, especially in the afternoon sector. Plates 2e and 2f show the percentage of increase of the conduc-
Thus, by adding protons, the Pedersen conductance in the cusp undergoes an increase larger than 100%. The enhancement of the Hall conductance is more spread in MLT due to the sharper decrease of $\Sigma_H$ with decreasing energy compared with $\Sigma_P$ (Figure 1). Nevertheless, we should point out that in these dayside regions the absolute values of the conductances are relatively small.

The large contribution of protons in the evening sector in the equatorward part of the auroral oval corroborates the earlier results from Senior [1991] who observed, in this region, larger values of conductances inferred from EISCAT compared with those determined from a model including only electron precipitation [Hardy et al., 1987]. We also find a negligible effect of protons in the morning sector of the main auroral oval. A similar result was obtained by Senior [1991] and by Watermann et al. [1993] from incoherent scatter radar and satellite observations valid in the early morning dark auroral ionosphere.

4. Coupled Thermosphere-Ionosphere Model (CTIM)

The response of the upper atmosphere to auroral protons is examined by using the CTIM. This model is a three-dimensional, time-dependent model of Earth’s upper atmosphere extending from 80 km up to $\sim$ 500 km [Fuller-Rowell et al., 1996]. The continuity, momentum, and thermodynamic equations are solved for the neutral gas and the plasma with a self-consistent aeronomic scheme for the coupled thermosphere and ionosphere system. The state equation of an ideal gas is applied and the equation of current density is solved. The global atmosphere is divided into a series of elements by geographic latitude, longitude, and pressure. Each grid point rotates with the Earth to define a noninertial frame of reference in a spherical polar coordinate system. The temporal resolution is 1 min. The latitude resolution is 2°; the longitude resolution is 18°. In the vertical direction the atmosphere is divided into 15 levels in logarithm of pressure from a lower boundary of 1 Pa at $\sim$ 80 km altitude. The top pressure level at $8.6 \times 10^{-7}$ Pa varies in altitude with changes in the temperature profile, between 300 km for very quiet magnetic conditions during solar minimum to 700 km for very disturbed magnetic conditions during solar maximum. In all cases, the range of pressure levels covers the ionospheric $E$ and $F$ regions.

The common input parameters of the global model are the solar EUV-UV spectral irradiance estimated from $F_{10,7}$, the auroral particle fluxes, the electric fields in high latitudes, the electron temperature profiles in altitude, and, at the lower altitude boundary, the upward propagating atmospheric tides. The model computes the density of the major constituents ($N_2$, $O_2$, and $O$) and the density of electrons and key ions ($O^+$, $H^+$, $O_2^+$, NO+, N$_2^+$, and N*). The neutral zonal, meridional, and
Plate 1. Polar view of the characteristics of incident particles for $Kp=3$ in a corrected geomagnetic latitude (CGL) and magnetic local time (MLT) coordinate system: (a) Electron energy flux in mW m$^{-2}$, (b) electron mean energy in keV, (c) proton energy flux in mW m$^{-2}$, (d) proton mean energy in keV, and (e) proportion of energy flux carried by protons in %. The perimeter in latitude is 50°. The percentage of energy carried by protons is plotted where the total energy flux is higher than 0.05 mW m$^{-2}$. The color scale is continuous. The values for some of the colors are given on the right side of each plot.
Plate 2. Polar view of the electrical conductances induced by energetic particles for $K_p=3$ and derived from equations (1), (2), (3), and (4), in a corrected geomagnetic latitude and magnetic local time coordinate system: (a) Pedersen conductance in S induced by electrons, (b) Hall conductance in S induced by electrons, (c) Pedersen conductance in S induced by combined electron and proton precipitation, (d) Hall conductance in S induced by combined electron and proton precipitation, (e) increase in percent of the Pedersen conductance resulting from taking the proton component into account, and (f) increase in percent of the Hall conductance resulting from taking the proton component into account. The perimeter in latitude is 50°. The color scale is continuous. The values for some of the colors are given on the right side of each plate.
Plate 3. Polar view of the electrical conductances induced by energetic particles for $Kp=3$, at 1200 UT, and derived from CTIM, in a geographic latitude and local time coordinate system: (a) Pedersen conductance in S for case “e”, (b) Hall conductance in S for case “e”, (c) Pedersen conductance in S for case “e+p”, (d) Hall conductance in S for case “e+p”, (e) increase in percent of the Pedersen conductance resulting from including the proton component, and (f) increase in percent of the Hall conductance resulting from including the proton component. The perimeter in latitude is $50^\circ$. The scale for conductances is linear, from 0 to 15 S. The geographic pole is shown with a white circle, and the geomagnetic pole is shown with a cross in a white circle.
Plate 4. Polar view of the neutral temperature difference and neutral horizontal wind difference (case “e+p” minus case “e”) for $K_p=3$, at 1200 UT, and derived from CTIM, in a geographic latitude and local time coordinate system: (a) for pressure level 7 corresponding to the $E$ region, and (b) for pressure level 12 corresponding to the $F$ region. The perimeter in latitude is 50°. The temperature differences are in K. The neutral wind differences are in m s$^{-1}$, and the arrow shown below each plot represents the maximum wind magnitude of 52 m s$^{-1}$ for Plate 4a and of 22 m s$^{-1}$ for Plate 4b. The geographic pole is shown with a white circle, and the geomagnetic pole is shown with a cross in a white circle.
vertical winds, the ion drift, and the ion and neutral temperatures are also computed, among other fields.

To take into account the auroral protons as a source of ionization, the parameterization of the electron and ion production rates from Galand et al. [1999] is included in the continuity equations of O⁺, O₂⁺, N₂⁺, and N⁺. This parameterization is valid for Maxwellian distribution in energy for the incident proton flux with mean energies between 2 and 40 keV. In addition, we assume the same neutral heating efficiency for proton precipitation as for electron precipitation [Rees et al., 1983; Rees, 1987]. Starting from a base case valid for equinox and associated with a solar index F₁₀,7 of 160, we compare two simulations that have been performed until reaching steady state obtained after 3 simulated days: one including auroral electron precipitation (case “e”) and the other including both auroral electron and proton precipitations (case “e+p”). The characteristics of the incident energetic particles are from the DMSP auroral statistical model discussed in section 2, for Kp=3 (see Plate 1).

Plates 3a and 3b for case “e” and Plates 3c and 3d for case “e+p” show the Pedersen conductance Σ_P and the Hall conductance Σ_H, respectively. The magnetic field model used in CTIM is based on an optimized dipolar configuration. The conductances are presented as a polar view in a geographic latitude and a local time coordinate system for the Northern Hemisphere. Large conductance values are seen in the dayside due to the solar photon contribution and over the auroral ovals due to the energetic particle contribution. Proton precipitation, included in the model as a source of ionization, induces an increase of the density of electrons and of the major ions (O₂⁺ and NO⁺) in the E region [Galand et al., 1999]. As a consequence, the electrical conductances as a function of the ion densities are increased in the auroral regions. The percentage increase induced by the proton precipitation is shown in Plates 3e and 3f for Σ_P and Σ_H, respectively. Note that around the geographic pole the conductances are not computed and the percentage increase is set to zero. As discussed in section 3, the proton contribution to conductances at a high altitude is large in regions where the percentage of energy flux carried by protons is high (region 1) (Plate 1e) or where the electron mean energy (Ee) is small (region 2) (Plate 1b). Region 1 is associated with the shift between the electron and proton auroral ovals explaining the crescent-like shape region of large conductance increase at the equatorward part of the auroral oval before midnight in Plates 3e and 3f. Both regions 1 and 2 contribute to the spot-like area in the morning sector associated with the polar edge of the auroral oval and to part of the polar cap, excluding the sunlit part (where the large photon-induced conductances mask the proton contribution). The spot-like area in Plates 3e and 3f corresponds to a region where Σ_e+p is relatively small, whereas the crescent-like area covers not only the equator edge of the auroral oval but also its center.

We have compared the conductances obtained from CTIM (Plate 3) with those derived from (1), (2), (3), and (4) which are valid for auroral electrons and protons (Plate 2). Since solar irradiance is also included in CTIM, this comparison can only be performed on the nightside. In both cases, the electron production rate associated with electron precipitation is based on the energy deposition function derived by Rees [1963]. In addition, the use of the parameterization for the electron and ion production rates for deriving the proton-induced conductances has been validated by Galand and Richmond [2000]. Moreover, the characteristics assumed for the energetic particles are the same as shown in Plate 1. Therefore we expect to find relatively good agreement between the simplified relations and the more comprehensive model. The regions of large proton contribution are, in fact, similar (compare Plates 2e to 3e and 2f to 3f). One has to keep in mind that Plates 2e and 2f are showing the percentage of increase only where the total conductance is larger than 1 S. Moreover, the Pedersen conductances have very close values (Plates 2a, 3a, 2c, and 3c). However, the Hall conductances shown in Plates 2b and 2d have values 25% larger than those presented in Plates 3b and 3d. The Hall conductivities are peaking below the Pedersen conductivities, between 110-120 km (see Fuller-Rowell and Evans [1987] for electron-induced conductivity profiles and Galand and Richmond [2000] for proton-induced conductivity profiles). In this region, the recombination coefficient for O₂⁺ used in CTIM [Fuller-Rowell, 1993] compares well to the mean recombination coefficient used to derive the simplified relations discussed in section 3. However, that associated with NO⁺ [Fuller-Rowell, 1993] is 40% higher than the mean recombination coefficient. Therefore, in CTIM, the loss rate is larger, inducing smaller electron density. This explains why we find lower values for the Hall conductance derived from CTIM compared with the case where the simplified relations are used.

Next we have estimated the Joule heating, a quantity representative of the thermal energy given to neutrals through collisions with ions which have been accelerated by the perpendicular electric field [Fuller-Rowell et al., 1997]. The Joule heating is deduced from the electric field, the Pedersen conductance, and the neutral wind. Figure 2 shows hourly values of the northern hemispheric Joule heating for case “e” and case “e+p”. The diurnal variation observed in the Joule heating in Figure 2 is due to the offset between the geographic pole and the geomagnetic pole. The maximum in Joule heating occurs when the area of the auroral oval illuminated by the sun is the largest, that is, when the magnetic pole is located at 12 local time. In Figure 2 the maximum is around 1700 UT, which is consistent with a longitude of the northern magnetic pole close to 80° west. Adding the proton precipitation associated with Kp=3 in the model induced an 8 GigaWatts (GW) increase in the Joule heating or 7 - 11%. We note that if the source is described as a constant electric current, an
enhancement of the conductances induces a decrease of the electric field and therefore a decrease of the Joule heating. However, the high-latitude electric field used in this study is based on the model derived from Millstone Hill incoherent scatter observations and is assumed to be unchanged for the two simulations. This assumption implies a constant voltage source. Given these assumptions it is legitimate to infer that adding the proton contribution causes an increase in Joule heating.

Plate 4 shows the difference in neutral wind and temperature between case “e” (electrons only) and case “e+p” (electrons and protons). Plate 4a corresponds to a pressure level in the E region near 120 km, and Plate 4b corresponds to a pressure level in the F region near 300 km. Adding energetic protons enhances the Joule heating and the direct neutral heating (through chemistry), mainly in the E region where protons deposit most of their energy. This heating yields an increase of the neutral temperature in the auroral E region, especially at the equatorward edge of the oval before midnight. Owing to neutral winds blowing westward in the evening auroral zone, the heated neutrals are transported toward the dayside, where the largest increase of neutral temperature is seen. This increase is also induced by the convergence of the horizontal wind, which tends to be balanced by a downward motion, leading to an adiabatic heating (see Plate 4). Adding proton precipitation in the model leads to an increase of up to 7% of the neutral temperature, which is significant given that solar diurnal and tidal modulations are \( \sim 20\% \). In addition, with the higher conductances, the ion drag is increased, which drives higher neutral wind velocities, as illustrated in Plate 4a. The largest difference of neutral winds between case “e” and case “e+p” occurs in early afternoon and corresponds to an increase of 40%. As a result of the enhanced wind velocity, the dominant vortex associated with the horizontal wind in the afternoon sector [Fuller-Rowell, 1995] experiences less convergence. Therefore this vortex tends to open, and its center becomes cooler, as seen in Plate 4a. The increased neutral heating in the auroral E region induces an expansion of the upper thermosphere that produces horizontal pressure gradients and drives divergent winds. The divergence in the wind system drives upwelling which changes the neutral composition on pressure surfaces. The \( \mathrm{N}_2 \) density is enhanced in the \( \mathrm{F} \) region inducing more recombination and decreasing the electron and ion densities. Ion drag is therefore reduced, and the neutral winds are smaller by up to 8%. A reduction of westward winds in the afternoon sector is shown by the net eastward wind in the difference field of Plate 4b. As a result, there is redistribution of energy by the neutral field, resulting in a small decrease in the neutral temperature around 1200 local time (LT).

5. Conclusion

One of the highlights of the present study is the use of satellite observations to estimate the global ionosphere/thermosphere response to proton precipitation on the upper atmosphere. We have used the Air Force Research Laboratory’s auroral statistical model derived from DMSP satellite data to define the characteristics of the incident energetic particles. While electrons are the dominant particle energy source at high latitudes, in some regions at certain times protons can carry most of the energy. This is the case at the equatorward edge of the auroral oval before midnight and in the cusp.
In addition, electrons and protons do not interact in the same way with the atmosphere. Therefore, even for smaller energy flux for protons compared with electrons, the response of the atmosphere to protons can be significant. Moreover, the proton spectra measured by DMSP have been extrapolated up to 100 keV assuming a Maxwellian distribution. If such a distribution fits reasonably well in the keV range, it may underestimate the high-energy tail [Lyons and Evans, 1984; Hardy et al., 1987; Christon et al., 1991; Decker et al., 1996; Codrescu et al., 1997]. Comprehensive studies need to be undertaken on a large number of spectra to get a better representation of the proton distribution over a wide range of energy.

In section 3 we have used simplified relations to illustrate electrical conductances caused by particle precipitation. Conductances have also been computed using the CTIM, as discussed in section 4. One of the interesting features of this global thermosphere-ionosphere model is its very good 2° resolution in latitude, which allows the shift of 3-5° between the electron and proton auroral ovals to be included. In order to take protons into account as a source of ionization, a parameterization of the electron and ion production rates induced by an incident proton beam was included in this global model. Conductances derived from (1), (2), (3), and (4) and conductances from CTIM have been compared for Kp=3, using the DMSP statistical model to define the characteristics of the incident particles. The comparison has been performed on the nightside where the only source of ionization is the particle precipitation. A very good agreement is obtained for the Pedersen conductances. For the Hall conductances the simplified relations provide values higher by 25% compared with CTIM values, apparently due to a difference in the recombination coefficients used. A large contribution of protons to electrical conductances is observed at the equatorward edge, and even the center part of the auroral oval before midnight, where protons carry a large fraction of the energy. This result confirms the study of Senior [1991], who found that electron precipitation could not explain alone the EISCAT-inferred conductances in the evening auroral sector. Note that in this region the total conductance has relatively high values. A large contribution of protons to conductances is also seen in regions where the electron mean energy ($E^e$) is very small. As pointed out above, electrons do not interact with the atmosphere in the same way as protons. For a given energy flux, proton-induced Pedersen conductance always has larger values than electron-induced conductance (Figure 2). Regions of low ($E^e$) and of a nonnegligible proton flux are the cusp, the polar edge of the auroral oval in the morning sector, and part of the polar cap. However, in these regions, particle-induced conductances have relatively small values. Note that when these regions with a large proton contribution undergo solar illumination, the proton influence on the total conductance is masked.

Using the CTIM, a more comprehensive study of the response of the upper atmosphere to proton precipitation has been undertaken (section 4). Under moderate conditions of Kp=3, auroral protons increase the hemispheric Joule heating by 8 GW or 10%. In addition, in the high-latitude noon and afternoon sectors, protons have significant effect on the neutral winds and temperatures of the E regions. In the F region the effect, even though noticeable, is smaller.

For moderately disturbed conditions (Kp=3), the proton contribution is relatively modest when integrated over the whole high-latitude region. However, locally or regionally, proton precipitation has a significant effect on the thermosphere and the ionosphere. For future studies it would be interesting to focus on more magnetically disturbed conditions.
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